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NBA rumors! Dwight Howard a Golden State Warrior
A trade that can make or break a team

Stockton, California, 05.07.2013, 22:32 Time

Marcus McConico - Make no mistake its not over, the Dwight Howard sweepstakes is still looming about, as well as other top NBA
free agents. Something big is going to happen and I believe the Golden State Warriors will end up with Dwight Howard. A nightmare
for teams and perhaps ruin a lot of teams future.  
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Trades, free agency and rumors are all part of the NBA season that gets people hyped and keeps the NBA in the loop all year round.
People want to know, what team is doing what, and what player is going where. The Boston Celtics and Las Angeles Clippers where
the first two teams to break a blockbuster deal that many around the NBA where surprised took place. This deal shifts positions in the
east for some teams and may even solidify a clear eastern champion ship team for one.

But talks are not over as we continue to see teams fighting for position and players, as we go through this NBA after season of pro
basketball free agency. A hand full of teams and one player in particular are awaiting there fate, as we get near what many consider a
trade that can make or break a teams season. The Golden State Warriors, Houston Rockets, Dallas Mavericks and Las Angeles
Lakers are all in the Dwight Howard sweepstakes. Waiting to see what team Dwight Howard is going to sign with. Many other teams
looking from the outside in are apparently waiting too, so they will know what to expect going into next season. 

A lot has transpired in these few days of NBA free agency, but make no mistake its not over. Aside from the big names on the open
market and the Dwight Howard sweepstakes, there are still plenty of great players available that have yet to reach an agreement with
a suitor. This can definitely turn into a nightmare for teams and perhaps ruin a lot of team´s future. Something big is going to happen
and I believe the Golden State Warriors will end up with Dwight Howard. It all makes sense when you have a Curry, Thompson and
Barnes. Then you add a big man in Dwight Howard who can definitely help the Golden State Warriors. It´s still a stretch to imagine, but
I believe this is where Dwight Howard will end up.

After fighting to keeps the Kings in Sacramento, getting the ok to build a new arena and putting together a new regime to run the
throne and still managed with short notice to seemingly put together a team that can compete and make a run for the playoff after the
moves they´ve made during this 2013 NBA after season. They have acquired Ben McLemore and Ray McCallum two prospects in the
2013 NBA draft that have tremendous potential who will help build the foundation of the franchise´s “new era,“� along with new
owner´s group led by Silicon Valley tech entrepreneur Vivek Ranadivé, head coach Mike Malone and Pete D'Alessandro as their new
General Manager.

Congratulations to the Sacramento Kings and good luck next season!
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